QNA 175 (writer:

Lloyd Busch)

Tossups.
1.

Written by H. S. Thompson and originally called Annie Lisle,
this tune has been used for the "alma mater ll of dozens of schoo
and colleges. For 10 points, hum, whistle, or la-layour w~y
through the first eight bars of II HiQ h Above Cayuga's \'Jaters."
.J
Answer: (judges should learn tune before entering round)

2.

On his death bed, he said that he had only two regrets: that
he had not shot Henry Clay and not hanged John C. Calhoun. For
10 points, name this American president.
Answer: Andrew Jackson

3.

It is caused by the attraction forces between layers of molecules. It usually decrease& significantly with increasing temperatures. For 10 · points, what is this measure of the resistancE
of a liquid to flow?
Answer: viscosity

4 • . He is the only player to have been Rookie of the Year (1949),
MVP (1956) and Cy Young award 1tlinner, also in 1956. For 10
points, name this Brooklyn Dodger.
Answer: Don Newcomb

5.

They met at the Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich; "they" included
Andre Breton, Hans Arp, and Tristan Tzara. For 10 points, what
artistic movement did they form together with Kandinsky, Klee,
Alfred Steiglitz, and Marcel Duchamps?
Answer: Dadaism
or Dadaist
or Dada

6.

Some television shows are spinoffs, but others have more subtle
relationships to each other. Curiously, if you converted the
big money you won on "The Sixty-Four Dollar Question ll into
binary dollars, you might find yourself on another early tv
show starring John Beresford Tipton. For 10 points, what prograrr
Answer: The Millionaire (64 = 1,000,000 binary)

7.

Capitals of countries are a popular college bowl subject--and
it's fortunate they don't change very often. For 10 points,
what is the oldest continually functioning capital city in
the Western Hemisphere?
Answer: Mexico City

8.

Pentatonic ••• diatonic ••• whole-tone ••• and twelve-tone are, for
10 points, all descriptions of what basic musical concept?
Answer: scales

9.

George and Ira Gershwin wrote the opera Porgy and Bess. For 10
points, who v/rote the novel Porr.;y on which the operals based?
Answer: Dubose Heyward
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10.

Fought between Russian troops under Tsar Peter I and the combined forces of Charles XII of Sweden and the Cossack chief
l"iazeppa, this 1709 battle lLarked Russia I s emergence as a
world power. For 10 points, name it.
Answer: Poltava

11.

The English alphabet has 26 letters; the Greek has 24. For
10 points, what name is given to a Germanic alphabet of 24
characters, including feoh, wen, and thorn?
Answer: Runic or Runes or Futhorc

12.

Sometimes called IICharcot's Disease,1I this degenerative disease
of the central nervous system causes hardening of tissues in
the brain and spinal cord. For 10 points, name this IIgreatest
crippler of young adults. 1I
Answer: multiple sclerosis or MS

13.

Huch of the Old Testament is taken UP with wars between one
nation and another. For 10 points, in what New Testament book
do we find the warring nations of G~lt Gog and fi:agog?
Answer: Revelations or Apocalypse

14.

In 1946, the year Churchill spoke of an "iron curtain,1I Bayard
Swope coined another enduring phrase to describe U.S.-Soviet
relations. Bernard Baruch first used it. "Let us not be deceived,1I he said. IIToday we are in the midst ofll •••• what?
Answer: lIa cold warll

15.

Ben Jonson wrote liTo Celia" and E. A. Poe wrote "To Helen."
- For 10 points, who wrote liTo Amarantha That She Would Dishevel
Her Hair, II "To Lucasta, on Going to the Wars,1I and "To Althea,
from Prison"?
Answer: Richard Lovelace

16.

In 1978, en-t omologists discovered Nothomyrmecia macrops, a
living fossil, unchanged for 80 million years, living in South
America. For 10 points, what sort of creature is it?
Answer: ant (if answer is "insect" ask for more information)

17.

10 points, nru~e the POlLan satirist of the first and second
century A.D., to whom we owe the cliche, " ••• a sound mind in
a sound body~
Answer: Juvenal

18.

First practiced in the Middle Ages, this mystical system is
marked by a belief in creation by emanation and a numerological
interpretation of Scripture. For 10 points, name this Jewish
sect.
Answer: Cabala or Cabalism
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19.

Vasco Nunez de Balboa, as everyone knows, discovered the
Pacific Ocean. Well, almost everyone. For 10 points, whom
did John Keats credit with the discovery in his sonnet, "On
First Looking into Chapman's Homer"?
Answer: stout Cortez

20.

Nara ••• Fugiwara ••• Kamakura ••• Ashikaga ••• Tokugawa ••• and Meiji.
For 10 points, what country's history can be divided into
those major periods?
Answer: Japan

21 •

. The fur of this fierce carnivorous animal is used for

parka liningo Found in the northern sections of the
Northern Hemisphere, it is the largest memeber of the
weasel family and the mascot of the University of Michigan.
For 10 points, name it.
Answer: the wolverine

220

In psychiatry it is a major state of personality dissociation
characterized by amnesiao In music it's a contrapuntal,
polyphonic musical formo For 10 points, what's the word,
derived from the Latin for "flight."?
Answer: fugue
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Bonuses. (QNA 175--writer Lloyd Busch)
1.

(25 points) Two's company, three's a crowd.
give the famous third member that makes each
a crowd.
a. Dismas, Gestas, and
Answer:
. b. Ham, Shem, and •••
Answer:
c. Armstrong, Collins, and •••
Answer:
Answer:
d. Caspar, Balthazar, and •••
Answer:
e. I'>lartin, Barton, and •••

For 5 points each,
of these companies

2.

Jesus Christ
Japheth
Aldrin
Melchior
Fish (3 congressmen
who opposed FDR)
(30 points) If you name this eccentric English chemist and
physicist after the first clue, you get 30 points; 20 points
after 2nd clue; 10 after the third.
one. He was the first to measure weights of gases to determine
. density.
two. He ~as the first to determine the gravitational constant
and thus the first to compute accurately the mass and
density of the earth.
three. He was the first to discover hydrogen.
Answer: Henry Cavendish (1731-1810)

3.

(~5points) \l!illiam Faulkner vJrote "The Bear." But for 5 points
each, what poets wrote this menagerie of works?
a. The Flea.
Answer: John Donne
c.
d.
e.
f.

The
The
The
The

Chamber'd Nautilus.
Owl and the Pussycat.
Purple Cow.
Tyger.

Answer:
Answer:
Answer:
Answer:

Oliver Wendell HolmeslSr.
Edward Lear
Gellett Burgess
William Blake

4.

(25 points) This Wessex king, during his reign, conquered
Kent, Sussex, Mercia, and Northumberland, thus becoming the
first king to unify Agglo-Saxon England under one rule. For
25 points, name this 9th-century monarch, traditionally considered to be the first king of England.
Answer: Egbert

5.

(30 points) The 17th century witnessed the birth of three major
musical forms. For 10 points each, name them from these clues.
a. This instrumental form was first divided into two .. types: the
church form and the chamber form. Corelli brought;:'form to
its perfection.
Answer: sonata
b. At the beginning of the century it referred to music in
which 2 ensembles contested with each other. By the end of
the century it referred to music contrasting a full ensemble with soloists in alternation.
.
Answer: concerto
c. Ottavio Rinuccini, Vincenzo Galilei, and Jacopo Peri were~~
most important figures in early development of this form.
AnS\'ler: opera
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6.

(30 points) Between 264 and 146 B.C. three Punic Wars were
fought over control of the Mediterranean. For 10 points each:
a. Name the two city-states who N fought the Punic Wars.
Answer: Rome and Carthage
.
b. Hannibal \vas the most famous general of the 2nd Pun~c Wars-but he lost. Name the Roman general who defeated him at
the Battle of Zama in 202.
Answer: SCiriO Africanus Major (all names needed)
c. Whose oratorica war-mongering led the third Punic War
and the final defeat of Carthage?
Answer: Cato the Elder or Cato the- Censor

7.

(20 points) Court painter to Philip IV, he painted the Forge
of Vulcan, the Surrender of Breda, a portrait of Pope Innocent :x
and portraits of dwarfs, buffoons, and the Infanta Margarita.
For 20points, name this artist.
J
Answer: ~ Diego Velazquez

8.

(30 points) With the rise and fall of gold prices in the last
year, you might have been paying more attention to gold these
days. We'll see. For 5 points each, identify these Americans
whose names begin \'lith "Gold."
a. The candidate whose slogan \'las "A Choice ,Not an Echo. 1I
AnS\'ler: Barry Goldwater
b. A cartoonist famous for fabulous machinery.
Answer: Rube Goldberg
c. American anarchist vJho advocated birth control and an end
to the . draft.
Answer: Emma Goldman
d. Polish-born movie mogul, producer of liThe Best Years of
Our Lives."
Answer: Samuel Goldwyn
e. U.N. Ambassador and Supreme Court Justice.
Answer: Arthur Goldberg
f. Inventor of long-playing record.
Answer: Peter Goldmark

a' / .

(30 points) For 10 points each, name first, the two major order
of dinosaurs, and then the Drder of flying reptiles \'lhich
shared the Cretaceous period with them.
AnS\'ler: dinosaurs: Orni thischians and Saurischians
flying reptiles: pterosaurs

10.

(30 points) Kierkegaard and Nietzsche are unique names for
philosophers. Other names are common to more than one philosophe:
a. For 10 points, what common name is ahared by a 5th-century
B.C. Eleatic dialectician and a 4th-century B.C. Stoic
philosopher of Citium?
Answer: Zeno
b. For 10 points, what common first name is shared by the
philssophers Huxley and Hobbes?
Answer: Thomas
c. For 10 points, Nhat common first name is shared by ~euer
bach and \'li ttgenstein?
Answer: Ludwig
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11.

12.

(30 points) The song IIHello,Dollyll obviously comes from the
musical of the same name. For 10 points each, name the ~usicals
with these less obvious songs.
a.
IIThere's No Business Like Show Business,"III Got Lost in His
Arms," and "The Girl that I Marry."
Answer: Annie, Get Your Gun
b. "Save the People,""Turn Back, 0 Man," and "Day by Day."
Answer: Godspell
c. "Pirate Jenny, " "The Ballad of Immoral Earnings," and
the "Ballad of r'~ac the Knife."
Answer: Three Penny Opera

-(30 points)
There are currently 9 justices on the Supreme Court
of the United States. For 10 points each, answer these questions
about the Supreme Court.
a. How many justices were authorized by Congress in 1789?
Answer: six
b. When ~ FDR tried to pack the court, what was , the maximum
number of justices that he wanted?
Answer: 12
c. Can you name the one Chief Justice who took his oath, served
four months, and was then rejected by Congress?
Answer: John Rutledge

13.

(30 points) The element Bk for Berkyllium, t~~es its name from
the city where the main campus of the University of California
is located. ?or 10 points each, give the symbol or the name of
the element . which takes its name from:
a. Latin for Copenhagen.
Ans".,rer: Hf or Hafnium
b. Latin for Stockholm.
Answer: Ho or Holmium
c. Latin for Paris.
Answer: Lu or Lutetium

14.

(25 points) Name this work on the first clue for 25 points; name
it after the second clue for 10 points.
one. In 500 B.C. it was a brief narrative poem; every century
added new events and commentary lli~til it reached its
present length of 107,000 couplets.
two. A grand drama of violence, gambling, and war, this
classical Sanskrit epic poem has been called greater
than the Iliad, and the greatest work of Asian imagination.
Answer:
the I'iahabharata (pron. Iv1aha bar' ata)

15.

(30 points) It's sometimes hard enough to remember last year's
best sellers. For 15 points each, name the authors of these two
books, the most popular books of the 16th century.
a. Orlando Furioso · (1532)
Answer: Ludivico Ariosto
b. Jerusalem Delivered (1575)
Answer: Torquato Tasso or
Torquato

16.

(20 points) In 1825 a forerunner of the modern theater spotlight
was invented by Drummond. It gave off an eerie greenish glow
by burning calcium oxide and gave birth to a ne".l expression,
used to describe the canter of attention. For- 20 points, name
Drummond's invention.
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17. BONUS: 30
.,

;

Despite all the hoopla that accompanies the football Bowl games,
I suspect most are quickly forgotten afterward. We'll see. For
5 points each, identify the teams that played in these 1982 Bowls:
1. the Rose Bowl
Iowa and Washington
20 Orange Bowl
NeDraska and Clemson
30 the Fiesta Bowl
Penn State and
or University of
--SOuther~ Cali!Ornia, or southerniCal

usc,

180 BONUS: 25;
It's the United states of America o For 5 points each, complete
the names of these countries:
1. The Hashemite Kingdom ofoo ••
Jordan
20 the Arab Republic of •••
Egypt
3. the Most Serene Republic of •••
San Marino
4. the Cooperative Republic of •• o
GUYana
50 the Federal Republic ofooo
Germany, or
Nigeria

19. BONUS 30
Last Monday, Kim Hunter and Vincent Price presented the first Oscar in
a new category. For 15 points apiece:
1) ~\fhat is that new category?
Answer: r;~ake-Up
2) Rick Baker won this Oscar--for what film?
Answer: An American 1!1!erewo1f in London
20 0 BONUS: 20/25
There's golden fleece and golden apples and even golden globes.
For 5 points each, 25 for all four, who w:t"ote these "golden"works?
1. THE GOLDEN ASS
A:Quleius
Clifford Odets
2. GOLDEl-T BOY
Sir James Frazer
30 THE GOLDEN BOUGH
40 THE GOLDEN BOWL
Henry ~J_a~m=e=s~____________~~____~
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